EAST HIGHLAND SCHOOL - BATHROOM

MAIN TILE COLOR
DE 5143

MAIN FLOOR COLOR
DE 5141

STALL DOOR COLOR
BM 013

PARTITION COLOR
BM 010

PILASTER COLOR
DE 5169

HAND PAINTED 1" TILE FLOORING

PRE-VIS

MAIN TILE COLOR
MAIN FLOOR COLOR
STALL DOOR COLOR
PARTITION COLOR
PILASTER COLOR

EAST HIGHLAND SCHOOL - BATHROOM

EXIT
MOVE TOILET STALL 
MODULES 3" 
5'-7" 
PLAN 
Scale: 1/4" = 1'-0" 
TBD BUILT-IN TRASHCANS BY SET DEC
TRANSOM ... 013 
MAIN FLOOR COLOR
DE 5141 
PARTITION COLOR
BM 010 
pilaster color
DE 5169 
EAST HIGHLAND SCHOOL - BATHROOM

PRE-VIS
FINALE DANCE SEQUENCE
FINALE DANCE SEQUENCE

SET TITLE:
DRAWING:
SET #:
SCALE:
LOCATION:
DRAWN BY:
DATE:
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER: SAM LEVINSON
PRODUCTION DESIGNER: KAY LEE
ART DIRECTORS: ERIC JEON & MICHAEL HERSEY
CONSTRUCTION SCENIC SET DEC PRODUCTION LOCATIONS CAMERA GRIP ELECTRIC

SHEET #:
EXT. STREET - MUSICAL NUMBER 4762
LIA BURTON
3/4" = 1'-0"
5/2/19
WB BACKLOT
FINALE MOUND PLAN & ELEVS

RELEASED 5/2/19
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PERSPECTIVE SCALE:

ELEVATION SCALE:

PLAN SCALE:

PAINT ALL FLAT (COLOR TBD)

1/2" ROUNDOVER (TYP.)

REVISED 5/2/19
REVISION 5/2/19:
- ADDED 1/2" ROUNDOVER ON STAIR EDGES

PLEASE NOTE:
PLATFORM NEEDS TO COME APART FOR TRANSPORT TO LOCATION
MANSION

108 int mansion
safe table
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where
Kit st Øl en 05.13.19
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preliminary 05.14.19

Molding
1 3/4"
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2" R
removable divider
removable divider
removable divider
11 3/4"
11 1/4"

Compartment bed, lined with charcoal industrial felt
painted as gunmetal
removable divider with rabbeted guides
secure with magnets (both sides)

Center drawer
hinges to contain keypad (TBD)

1" lip, painted to match wood

Paint blue plastic track stop, metal to match

note: discuss additional tabletop support, if tracks are insufficient

perspective view